
STEP 1
Fill out the "Document Purpose"

and "Goals" to help your

audience understand the intent

of this journey map.

Phase step: what is the high-level

event that is occurring in this step?

Can you sum it up in a short phrase?Document Purpose

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do

eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut

enim ad minim veniam
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PHASE 3PHASE 2

What data environment are you in?

How is data exchanging hands?

Through which channel(s)?

How long did these step(s) take?

What happened in this step? High-

level summary is fine!

How did you communicate with your

users? Over which channel(s)?

Who was

involved? What

roles?

What materials were used?

Screenshots / descriptions are

recommended

What are the opportunities to resolve

issues or fill gaps or create

improvements?

STEP 2
Gather the various datatypes (steps, timeline, opportunities, who's

involved, etc.). Use the orange prompts below to learn more about

the data types. Not every data type needs to be provided, but at the

bare minimum, collect data on the chronological order of steps.

STEP 3
Populate the template! Starting with the steps, fill out discrete white boxes for each step or task.

If steps are conducted in parallel (or diverge), feel free represent that by stacking the white

boxes vertically and creating an additional blue path.

Extend the blue path (and nudge the arrow point) to provide more room for additional steps.

A step is a discrete sub-set of actions that a user may perform. A user may be a developer, product user, or

internal personnel.

A phase is a group of steps that comprise a process or milestone. Oftentimes, phases are bottle-necked so one

cannot begin before another phase ends.

A process is an end-to-end system that encompasses an inclusive set of phases. Journey maps aim to be a

visualization of a process.

Glossary

STEP 4
Optional: Sometimes, it's helpful to understand the steps by grouping them into phases

(these are the dark blue headers at the top). Extend or shorten the dark blue headers and

light blue background to encompass the steps into discrete phases. Typically, phases are

delineated by milestones or shifts in types of work, environments, or people.

STEP 5
Optional: Let's add those details and other datatypes!

It's helpful to use iconography to represent repeated information (e.g., user types, channels), but make

sure to label them and inclue a legend. Remember to not rely on just color to differentiate similar icons.

Populate the other fields under their associated steps or phases. This helps visually indicate patterns,

such as repetitive steps or gaps in knowledge and resources.
Make it your own!
Add or delete fields. Change the color scheme. Add pictures. Do whatever makes sense for your journey by setting your own path!


